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I. INTRODU~~~N H
OT spot contention on a network-based shared-memory architecture occurs when a large number of processors try to access a globally shared variable across the network. This topic has been studied extensively on MIN-based architectures. Pfister and Norton [ 1 l] generalize the problem as a type of network traffic non-uniformity. Their analytical models and simulation results for blocking MIN-based architectures show that the hot spot effects may severely degrade all network traffic, not just the traffic to shared variables. The effect is defined as rree saturation, where traffic to the hot memories backs up at the switch and interferes with other traffic, including that to non-hot memories. In addition, they indicate that the combining of messages within a MIN-based architecture is an effective technique for dealing with the hot spot problem. Manuscript received July 9, 1993; revised Dec. 3, 1994. Xiaodong Zhang, Yong Yan, and Robert Castaikda are with the HighPerformance Computing and Software Laboratory at the University of Texas at San Antonio, San Antonio, TX 78249; e-mail: zhang@ringer.cs.utsa.edu, yyan@dragon.cs.utsa.edu, and rcastane@dragon.cs.utsa.edu, respectively.
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Thomas [13] presents a set of experiments designed to measure the behavior of the Butterfly I system in the presence of memory hot spots. The experimental results reported in the paper show that the tree saturation effects do not generalize to the Butterfly I machine because nonblocking networks are used in the system. The work we describe here differs from the studies cited above in several important respects. First, we describe analytical models for evaluating hot spot effects on nonblocking MIN-based architectures. We show that significant delay may also happen in the presence of memory hot spots, when network contention inherent in a MIN-based architecture is potentially high. The analytical results are confirmed by our experiments on the TC2000. We also present analytical models for evaluating hot spots on HR-based architectures. Comprehensive performance evaluation results provide deeper understanding and comparisons of hot spots on both architectures. Second, we conduct a series of experiments for evaluating hot spot effects on the BBN TC2000, a MIN-based architecture and the KSRl, an HR-based architecture. The experiments on the TC2000, which has heavier network contention than the Butterfly I which was used by Thomas [13] , present much stronger hot spot effects. Finally, comparative and quantitative performance analysis and evaluation of hot spot effects on both MIN-based and HR-based architectures are presented based on modeling and experimental results.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II presents performance models for evaluating hot spot effects in terms of remote access delay and network contention on nonblocking MIN-based and HR-based architectures. Based on the analytical models, comparative hot spot performance evaluation of the two architectures is presented. In Section III, the network and system structures of the TC2000 and the KSRl are briefly overviewed, experimental results are reported, and comparative behavior and analysis are addressed. Performance experiments were also taken on the practical experience of hot spots with respect to synchronization lock algorithms. Summaries and conclusions are given in Section IV.
II. ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Analytical Models for Nonblocking MIN Architectures
In a MIN architecture, the network contention is defined as a conflict where two messages need to access the same portion of a path at the same time. The network can be designed either in blocking form or nonblocking form. In the blocking net-work, a protocol organizes a message queue while all the conflicting traffic comes to a standstill (each of the other conflicting messages sits and holds its path). When the path is cleared, the next selected message proceeds. The major problem of the blocking network is the so called cascade effectwhere each new message tends to run into other blocked messages, and gets blocked itself. This ties up more resources in the switch, and increases the chance that subsequent messages will also block. This is the main reason why the tree saturation described in [ 1 l] may easily appear in a blocking MIN architecture. The nonblocking network may reduce the traffic conflicts: when conflicts happen, the switch has all but the 'first" message retreat back to its source and free up their path. It then selects an alternative route, and after a random delay, tries again. Zhang and Qin [ 161 present a remote access delay model for a nonblocking MIN architecture where the behavior of a remote memory access is described by a state transition diagram called the drop approach [6] . Here a processor makes a remote memory access by formulating requests for access to the set of switches along that path. If it cannot obtain a switch, it abandons its request at that point and will try again at some later time. In Fig. 1 , state 0 represents some processor in quiescent state, while state n + 1 represents an ongoing successful access. State b represents the processor when it has dropped its request because of the switch contention, Based on the general access delay model described in [16] , we present a remote access delay model in the presence of memory hot spots. Here we briefly give some of the major results of the model. For detailed analyses and proofs of the model, the interested readers may refer to [ 141. Assume that the size of each switch in the MIN network is kx k. The probability for a hot spot access request to acquire the switch on state i + 1, denoted as ~$'is (2.1) where Xi, (i = 0, . . . . n + 1) is the steady-state probabilities for a request at state i, T is the switch delay, and & is the average hot spot request rate.
Including a hot spot to the remote memory delay model described in [ 161, we present an average memory latency model in the presence of a hot spot on a nonblocking MIN-based network:
where n is the number of MIN stages, T is the switch delay time, $is an average memory access time, P," is the probability of i successful memory access through all stages in the presence of a hot spot, Ti is an average delay of unsuccessful memory access in the presence of a hot spot, and &is an average delay time spent in state b in Fig. 1 . For detailed mathematical derivation of (2.2), the interested reader may refer to [14] and [16] . Fig. 2 presents a comparative view of a group of memory delay curves. The access delays with different hot spot fractions (vertical axis) grow as the access request rate il grows (horizontal axis). The network has six stages connected by a group of 4 x 4 switches. The memory delay in Fig. 2 is represented by factors of a normal memory access (delay factor = 1). A normal access has the request rate of 0.175 without the presence of hot spots. Examining Fig. 2 , one can notice that memory latency is increased significantly but no tree saturation is observed. For example, the memory latency would be eight times higher in the presence of 32% hot spot fraction. In contrast, with a hot spot in a blocking MIN-based network, the latency climbs to an asymptote at the point the traffic and hot spot percentage combine to saturate the entire network. The model and the figure on page 945 in [ 1 l] address the reasons why cool memory requests are dramatically delayed, and describe the fact of tree saturation. Another reason why nonblocking MIN architecture may not suffer tree saturation is that a cool memory access request in the presence of the hot spot may eventually escape the contention switches at some stage. Let's define this as stage i. Then the request will reach the target cool memory through noncontention switches. The probability for a successful access to a cool memory module at state j is k-l ) i< jln.
3) This means that the successful access probability of a hot memory request on state i is Q times less than the probability of a cool memory access at the same state. Therefore, an access request to a cool memory in the presence of memory hot spots may be significantly reduced in a nonblocking MIN architecture. The experimental results on the Butterfly I reported in [ 131 confirms this. However, as network contention inherent in a MIN architecture is increased, an access request to a cool memory in the presence of memory hot spots may be significantly delayed. This is because the state number i where a cool memory request leaves the hot spot path may be increased when the network contention is increased. Zhang and Qin [16] have studied the potential network contention in computation predicted by the existing MIN speed (the network bandwidth) and the processor speed (CPU clock rate) in the system. According to their analytical model and experiments, if the MIN speed remains the same in two systems, and the speed of processors is doubled in one system, the potential network contention in a computation in that system is at least doubled. The major difference in architecture between the Butterfly I and the TC2000 we used is the type of processors. The Butterfly I is the first generation of BBN MIN-based multiprocessors. Each processor node contains an 8 MHz MC68000. The BBN GPlOOO uses slightly faster Butterfly network but replaces the MC68000 processors by much faster 20-MHz 88100 processors. Based on the performance evaluation in [ 161, the relative amount of overhead caused by network contention for the same computation on the TC2000 is at least two times higher than the overhead on the Butterfly I. In Section III, we will report the experimental results of hot spots on the TC2000, which give different performance results than the ones presented by Thomas [ 131 on the Butterfly I.
B. Analytical Models for HRs
For generality and simplicity of modeling, we define the target HR-based architecture model as a two level hierarchical ring with the following structures, functions and parameters:
1) The basic structure of the HR-based architecture is described in Fig. 3 where each of the m local rings (LR) are connected to a global ring (GR) through a link with a pair of ports on its two ends. The global ring has rn equally sized slots connecting to rn local rings. Each local ring has n equally sized slots, each of which connects to a 0 -Processor Node processor node. A local memory is associated with each processor node and can be accessed globally by other processor nodes through the ring network. 2) There are two buffers in each pair of ports of the link to connect the global ring and a local ring-an input buffer (IB), and an output buffer (OB). The IB is used to buffer coming messages, and the OB is used to buffer outgoing messages. 3) Both the global ring and local rings are rotated constantly. A processor node in a local ring ready to transmit a message waits until an empty slot is available. The rotation period is defined as tr which also reflects the size of the slot. 4) A message will be unloaded to the destination processor slot and an acknowledging message will be loaded to the slot from the processor to be transmitted to the source processor. These two operations are conducted within the rotation period. 5) There are two different schemes for an access/storage of variables in an HR-based architecture. A fixed type variable defines a variable in a fixed physical memory location which has a permanent ownership during a program execution unless it is invalidated due to writing. Furthermore, we assume:
1) The request miss rate of each local cache follows a Poisson process. 2) One message packet can be completely carried by one slot which only conveys this message packet, so the successive slots behave independently. 3) When a station receives a message packet from a slot, it will produce a reply into the same slot without any delay.
B.1. Remote Access Delay in the Presence of Fixed Hot Spots
Since the targeted HR system, such as the KSR-1, only allows one outstanding memory access request per processor, it is a closed system. Using a closed model by queueing theory to analyze the network contention would be a reasonable choice. This is because the close model is relatively precise. However, the closed model for a complex system needs to solve a large nonlinear system of equations. The solutions of the system may not be easy to get because the initial points of the system may not be close enough to the solutions. The results of the model solved by iterative methods are often approximate. In contrast, an open model is usually simple, which allows us to take more parameters and more performance issues into consideration. However, it may not be as precise as a closed model. In a closed system, if we can identify and distinguish the effects among multiple servers, it is still possible to use an open model to reasonably capture the performance characteristics of the system. Examples of using an open model to study a closed ring system are reported in [5] for network analysis and in [4] for cache coherence protocols. The modeling results in [4] are well supported by the simulation.
Besides its practical applications in performance analysis, there are three reasons why using an open model to study the ring hot spot effects is acceptable and sufficient. First, the open model could be reasonably precise for this study because we have special information for the architecture and the system, such as memory access distribution patterns. Second, the contention points in the ring system exist in the interface ports between the global ring and the local ring, and between a processor and the local ring. The communication distribution in the steady state can be completely determined by the given conditions. Thus, for each contention point, its contention degree can be reasonably modeled by the gated /M/G/l queue of an open model. Finally, the analytical results of the models have been consistent with the experiment measurements on the KSR-1.
We use an open model to study network contention in the HR system with the following considerations of memory access distributions: 1) Only the performance in steady state is considered. In the steady state, assume the following two performance parameters are given. a) &,: a fraction of il contributed to a hot-spot memory module. b) a fraction of 41 -&,) directed to memory modules in its local ring. Therefore the nonlocal request rate is (1 -a[)( 1 -&,)a. In addition, the local request rate and nonlocal request rate is assumed to be uniformly distributed.
2) The numbers of request packets and acknowledgement packets traveling in the ring at any time are the same.
In modeling hot spot effects, the hierarchical rings are divided into three parts in terms of network activities: the local ring in the presence of the hot spot called the hot local ring, the global ring, and the rest of the local rings without the presence of hot spots, called cool local rings. A comprehensive access delay model for the entire HR-system in the presence of memory hot spots is presented based on modeling the non-hot spot local rings, the hot spot local ring and the global ring.
A. Modeling the Non-Hot Spot Local Rings
Due to the similarity among the access patterns of each nonhot local ring, the analysis on the non-hot local rings can be focused on a single non-hot local ring without loosing generality. Based on the ring architecture described in the previous section, accesses to the interface ports between the global ring and a local ring can be modeled by a gated M/Q/l queue with a mean packet arrival rate &,, which may be formed by a steady state formula, a, =naa,+2n(i-a#-a.[)a (2.5) This arrival rate is the sum of the probe packet arrival rate and the data packet arrival rate.
A general network utilization is defined by U= limC
where C is the total number of bytes transmitted to the network from all processor nodes during the time period oft. Based on (2.5) and (2.6), a local ring utilization is formulated as
Because the successive slots have been assumed to behave independently, the probability of a slot on a cool local ring to be full is U,. The time needed for a packet in each station to find an empty slot can be approximated to have a geometric IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS, VOL. 6, NO. 8, AUGUST 1995 distribution. The analyses in [5] show that the error caused by the independence assumption is trivial. The probability of this event is I$ (1 -U,) . Thus, the average time of finding an empty slot is 2" =-gr,(l-u&l;
The average delay for an access from an interface port to a processor in this ring, denoted as gP,r, consists of a delay W in the input buffer and the average destination searching time nt,/2: q,, = w+% 2 The average request queue length in the input buffer may be calculated by Little's law, Q = a,W (2.9)
where iG, an average waiting time in the queue may be calculated by
Combining (2.9) and (2.10), W becomes
Finally, the average delay for a nonlocal ring access gives
B. Modeling the Hot Spot Local Ring
The hot spot local ring can be modeled similarly as a cool local ring in A. Let &, be the packet arrival rate on the hot interface port from the global to the hot local ring. It has a@ = (m -i)naah + 2n( 1 -ah)(i -alla.
(2.12) Based on (2.12) and (2.6), the utilization of the hot local ring is
So the mean time to find an empty slot on the hot ring is dh =U,t,= 'GP +4 (2.13) l--U, i-t,(a,,+d) * Let gPhl be average delay for an access from the hot port to a processor in the hot ring. Using (2.9), (2.10) and (2.1 l), zPhl can be expressed as qhl = & + t, nt r l-a,(;i, +t,) +2* (2.14)
Moreover the average length of input queue in the hot interface port is
C. Modeling the Global Ring
Access to a slot in the global ring from a local ring via the interface port can also be modeled as a gated M/Q/l queue. Let & and agn be the packet arrival rates of the hot port and a non-hot port, then we have agh = (m -l)n& + 2n( 1 -ah)( 1 -alla, (2.16)
Based on (2.16), (2.17), and (2.6), the utilization of the global ring can be expressed as
The average delay for a processor node to find an empty slot in the global ring, denoted as I?~, can also be determined by (2.18) and (2.8),
Moreover, by (2.9), (2.10) and (2.17), the queue length, denoted as Lgh, on the hot port can be expressed as Agh(fr +d,) (2.20)
The average queueing delay on the hot port, denoted as vh, is dg +t,
The average queueing delay on the non-hot port, denoted as W,, is dg +t, Here we summerize various average access delays in the entire HR network, where each access takes a round trip from the source back to source again. 
(2.28) 7) Average delay to access the hot ring, denoted as Dh,, comes from (2.24) and (2.27):
(2.29)
Combining the (2.28) and (2.29), the average delay D of a request in an HR in the presence of a hot spot is The effects of the hot spot in the hierarchical ring network may be determined by the average access request rate iz. It gives a quantitative view of network contention caused by the hot spot. We assume that each access request is done when the corresponding message from the target processor node comes back to the source node. The average access request rate a is bounded by the average time of completing a request, T. In a real system, the speed of network transactions will be stable when the access time is stable. Let ;1, and T, be a request rate and an average access request time respectively in a steady state, we have (2.3 1) Network transactions can be determined by utilizations of the three classes of rings. The network untilization in a cool local ring is
in the hot local ring is (2.32)
and in the global ring is (2.33) where Formula (2.35) indicates that network transactions will be slowed down (&, is decreased) when the numbers of slots of the rings (m and n) are increased, and when the frequency of access to the hot spot ($) is increased. Quantitative evaluation of effects of a given buffer length on an average access request rate in the presence of the hot spot is another important factor to be considered. Let Lob be an average length of the access request queue buffered in the port entering the hot local ring. It then can be calculated by Little's law and the Untilization law based on the different types of request rates (I, ;lh and &), the numbers of slots in the global ring (m) and in a local ring (n), and the ring rotation period (tr):
For a given buffer length in design, denoted as Ld, the buffer in the port of the hot ring is full or overflow when Ld I Ld. Another upper bound of access request rate based on the buffer length, denoted as &can be calculated based on (2.36).
(2.37)
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS, VOL. 6, NO. 8, AUGUST 1995 and 2(n+mLd +Ld)(l-&) A2 = (m-1)(3Ld +n)ah +2(n+mLd +Ld)(l-ah)(lsa2,) * Formula (2.37) indicates that the upper bound access request rate of the system, h buf is increased when queue length 4 is increased, and it is decreased when the the ring rotation period t, is increased. Furthermore, Formula (2.37) presents a clear view of hot spot effects on the average access request rate &&. Substituting a,, = 0 to (2.37), we have &,,f I +, (A2 = l), which gives the average access request rate without the presence of the hot spot. In other words, AZ is the reduction factor for the access request rate in the presence of the hot spot. Assume that non-hot spot requests are evenly distributed in the global ring, namely a, = &. For ah = 1, and a, = ;t;, we have This gives an important performance result of hot spot effects on the ring network. It indicates that network transactions will be reduced no more than 50% in the presence of the hot spot comparing with the network transactions without the presence of the hot spot in the hierarchical ring architecture. The rotating ring orders and delays remote data access requests, this structure may naturally reduce network contention for programs with hot spots. We will confirm our comparative analytical results by experiments on the TC2000 and the KSRl in Section III. As our analytical study indicates, the reason why an HRbased architecture can significantly reduce network contention for programs with hot spots is because rotating rings delay remote data access requests in order. On the other hand, the memory access request rate would be limited by the system in the presence of a hot spot. Based on the analytical models, we can observe various performance effects in the presence of a hot spot. The modeled HR-based architecture has 32 rings in two levels. Each ring has 32 processor nodes.
Since the request rate is controlled by the ring structure, request delays would not be significantly increased in the presence of hot spots. In Fig. 4 , a group of memory delay curves with different hot spot fractions (vertical axis) grows as the access request rate ;Z grows (horizontal axis), where the ring network has 32 local rings, each of which has 32 processors, and the request rate is bounded to 0.5 x 10". Examing Fig. 4 , one can observe three features of memory latency changes in an HR-based network in the presence of hot spots. First, hot spots have no significant effects on request access delays. Memory latency is slightly increased as the hot spot fractions are increased. Second, the memory latency is mainly determined by the access request rate. Especially, when the request rate reaches the upper bound, the memory latency is sharply increased. Finally, comparing with a nonblocking MIN-based network (see Fig. 2 ), high access request rate is a major factor to memory latency on an HR-based network, while the presence of hot spots is a major factor on a MIN-based network.
The analytical models can also help us to examine traffic distributions among cool rings and the hot ring in the presense of a hot spot. Fig. 5 illustrates the average delay factors for the three types of accesses: from a cool ring to the hot ring, from a cool ring to another cool ring and from the hot ring a cool ring. The delay factors were calculated in the presense of 32% hot spot fraction. An access from the hot ring to a cool ring has the longest delay, while an access from a cool ring to another cool ring has the shortest delay. However, only when the request rate reaches to the upper bound, can the delay factor differences among the three types of accesses be observed. For example, the difference could be at most 37% between a cool to cool access and a hot to cool access when the request rate is 0.43 x lo-'. Fig.  5 indicates that the traffic in the ring network is reasonably balanced even when a hot spot appears in the system. This is because the rotating ring orders and delays remote access. The experimental measurements on the KSRl presented in Section III confirm this analytical result.
B.2. Remote Access Delay in the Presence of Movable Hot Spots
Fixed hot spots described in the previous sections appear in Non-CC-NUMA and CC-NUMA architectures. A non-CC-NUMA architecture either supports no local caches (e.g., the BBN GPlOOO) or provides local cache but disallows caching of shared data to avoid the cache coherence problem (e.g., the BBN TC2000). In a CC-NUMA architecture, each processor node consists of a high-performance processor, the associated cache, and a portion of the global shared memory. Like CC-NUMA, each processor node has a high-performance processor, a cache, and a portion of the global shared memory. The difference, however, is that the memory associated with each node is augmented to act as a large cache. Consistency among cache blocks in the system is maintained using a writeinvalidate protocol. A COMA system allows transparent migration and replication of data items to nodes where they are referenced. In this case, many processors access the same variable which is not fixed in one physical location. Therefore, the name of the variable is hot but not a single memory location.
In general, the location of a movable hot spot is randomly distributed among the processors. Assume that each processor has the same rate of memory accesses, the distributions a hot spot over a period of time can be considered as an uniform distribution. Therefore, the modeling of the network contention in the presence of a movable hot spot is a special case in the models presented in the previous section. Considering the hot spot accesses as a portion of uniform memory accesses, and using formulas (2.5) to (2.25) with ;lh = 0, we can derive the average local request delay dlmov~lc and the average remote request delay d-die as follows: Our analysis shows that a movable hot spot reduces network contention in general. This analytical result has been verified by experimental results on the KSR-1 in Section III.
B.3. Some HR-Based Architecture Factors
Based on the analytical models of HRs described in the previous sections, we can also produce several important factors for HR-based architecture design. Fig. 6 illustrates the effects of the numbers of processors of a ring on the limit of memory access rate (upper bound of the request rate). It indicates that increasing the number of processors and slowing down the rotation speed (increasing the rotation period) of the ring will limit the request rate. Fig. 7 illustrates the effects of the queue length of a port buffer between a local ring and the global ring on the memory access request rate. It indicates that memory access request rate is almost independent of the queue length. This fact can be explained as follows. If the queue length in the buffer is increased, traffic contention may be reduced by increasing the waiting time for a request in the buffer. Therefore, the memory request rate limit will remain as a constant when the queue length is adjusted. Fig. 8 shows the access delay is also dependent on the number of processors in each ring besides the request rate. For a given rotation rate and a given request rate without presence of hot spots, increasing the number of processors in a ring will increase the request delay. Another dependent factor of the access delay is the ring rotation period. Fig. 9 illustrates the request delay curves by changing the request rate for different given rotation periods. The faster the ring is rotated, the lower delay will be.
III. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. The Experiment Testbeds
A. 1. The BBN TC2000
The MIN-based execution testbed in our study is the BBN TC2000 [3], which is the latest and the most powerful member of the BBN family, supporting up to 512 Motorola 88100 processors nodes. A butterfly switch composed of 8x 8 switches is used for the network. The processors are operated at a clock speed of 20 MHz. The bandwidth of each path of a switch is 38Mb per second in the TC2000. However, the network speed is still not fast enough to catch up to the fast processor speed, causing greater network contention. Each processor includes 16MBytes of memory that can be accessed from any processor in the system via the network. Each processor in the TC2000 has a Motorola 88200 paged memory management unit for virtual memory processing. Each processor provides a 32K byte code cache and a 16K byte data cache. The TC2000 avoids the cache coherence problem by disallowing caching of shared data. This scheme caches private data, shared data that is read-only, and instructions, while references to modifiable shared data bypass the cache. In addition, an interleaved shared-memory scheme is supported as an option in order to reduce memory contention in applications. 
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O.CW2 1 Fig. 7 . Effects of the queue length of a port buffer between a local ring and the global ring on the limit of memory access rate.
A.2. The KSRl System
The KSRl [8], introduced by Kendall Square Research, is an HR-based and cache coherent shared-memory multiprocessor system with up to 1,088 64-bit custom superscalar RISC processors (20 MHz). A basic ring unit in the KSRl has 32 processors. The system uses a two-level hierarchy to interconnect 34 rings (1088 processors). Each processor has a 32MB cache.
The basic structure of the KSRl is the slotted ring, where the ring bandwidth is divided into a number of slots circulating continuously through the ring. The number of slots in the ring is equal to the number of processors plus the number of routers connecting to the upper ring. A standard KSRl ring has 34 message slots, where 32 are designed for the 32 processors and the remaining two slots are used by the directory cell connecting to level 1 ring. Each slot can be loaded with a packet, made UD of a 16 bvte header and 128 bytes of data which is the basic data unit in the KSRl, called a subpage. A processor in the ring ready to transmit a message waits until an empty slot is available. A single bit in the header of the slot identifies an empty slot. as the slot rotates through a ring interface of the processor.
B. The Structure of the Experiments Two sets of experiments were conducted to measure and compare the performance of the KSRl and the TC2000 in the presence of hot spots. The first set of the experiments measured the effects of hot spots on different remote cache/memory access and block transfer operations. This was done by comparing different access times in an environment without any hot spots and an environment where some processor nodes were used to generate a hot spot. The second set of experiments measured and compared simple spin-lock and distributed lock algorithms' performance.
In the first set of experiments, the hot spots were generated in two different ways: 1) Via read and write references: a set of processors were used to make a target cache/memory module hot by reading and writing the same location in that cache/memory module. 2) Via block transfer: a set of processors were used to make a target cache/memory hot by using the block transfer operation to copy data from that cache/memory module to their local cache/memory modules.
In the second set of experiments, two types of synchronization locks are used: simple spin-lock and distributed lock. The simple spin-lock consist of a globally shared lock allocated on a single processor to which all access to it is serialized. When a processor gets the lock, it sets the lock busy immediately and starts the atomic operations. An unlock is set by the processor immediately after the critical section work is finished. The rest of the processors have to busy-wait for the lock using remote memory accesses through an interconnection network. We construct the simple lock using the atomic test-an&set operation.
In order to reduce contention in the network and in the memory module holding the lock, it would be more efficient to have each processor busy-wait only on a locally-accessible variable for the lock. A distributed algorithm decentralizes locks throughout the memory modules. The concept of the distributed algorithm has been implemented and tested on various shared-memory systems [2], [lo] , and [ 151. In fact, the execution behavior of spin-locks is significantly different between MNbased and HR-based architectures. For example, while best algorithms for the KSRl are simple locks with delay options, best algorithms for the TC2000 are distributed locks.
C. Comparative Hot Spot Effects on Cache/Memory Access
Four types of cache/memory accesses were measured: 1) Single word read (4 bytes) accesses; 2) Single word write (4 bytes) accesses; 3) Block transfer of data from the remote cache/memory; 4) Block transfer of data to the remote cache/memory; where the block length is defined as 128 bytes. Different number of blocks are applied for block transfer accesses.
To clarify the terminologies that will be used in this section pertaining to hot spots, here we describe the important delinitions in the experiments: l Remote access refers to when a processor makes a memory/cache reference to another processor. In the KSRl, this access could be a remote cache access in the local ring or a remote access in a remote ring. In the TC2000, all remote memory accesses are of the same distance. l Hot spot is a shared variable that is accessed simultaneously by a large number of processors which are called hot processors. Cool variables in hot memory/cache are non-hot spots in the hot memory/cache, and will be accessed by the cool processors remotely. l Cool variables in cool memory/cache are non-hot spots in non-hot memory/cache, and will be accessed by cool processors remotely. Fig. 10 illustrates the above definitions for the hot spot experiments, where variable X is the hot spot, variables a and b are cool variables in the hot memory/cache and variables c and d are cool variables in a cool memory/cache. The system in Fig. 10 assumes p processors are used in the system where h nodes are used for hot processors and p -h nodes are used for cool processors, and h >> p -h.
C.1. Performance on the KSRl
The hot spot on the KSRl is allocated either in a fixed location, called the fixed hot spot or in movable locations, called movable hot spot. The fixed hot spot remains physically on one processor as other processors try to read it with a single variable or a block of data. The movable hot spot will be migrated around the ring on demand of any processor who does a read with a single variable or a block of data. This data migration is a feature of the KSRl intended to enhance the data locality.
In the fixed hot spot experiment on the KSRl, the hot spot must be directly and intentionally placed in a fixed memory location. This action is necessary because when a memory reference is normally referenced, the system migrates that data to the cache of the requesting processor. Therefore, a scheme is required to access a variable or a block of data and have it remain there during the reference. It is accomplished in the following way. The hot variable was represented as a long vector. Each hot processor read a different element of the hot variable vector. This ensures that only that element will be read and that the entire hot variable vector will not be migrated over to that hot processor. The number of times that the hot variable was read by each hot processor was 1000 times (1000 distinct elements per hot processor). The type of the hot variable is also important because types differ according to size and the unit of transfer in the KSRl is 128 bytes. If the hot variable vector is of type "integer" then each element is 4 Bytes long. Therefore when a hot processor reads the. next element it must be increased by 32. Since when one element is read, an entire subpage (128 Bytes) will be actually read from the hot variable. If the next element to be read is not increased by 32, then the next element to be read will already reside in the hot processor's cache, thus making this reading a local read within its own cache. If the hot variable vector is of type "block" then each element is 128 bytes long. Therefore when a hot processor reads the next element it must be increased by only one (because each element in the hot variable vector is equal to a subpage). The reading of the cool variables is handled in the same manner. Since the cool variables can be either a single variable or a "block" the increase to access the next element will be 32 and 1, 2, or 3, respectively. The access of the cool variables was also done 1,000 times per cool processor. The average timing results are used as the final results. Since a remotewrite which updates a variable in a remote cache module is not supported on the KSRl, we only used read operations for the hot spot experiments. ronment with the hot spot generated by cache references in a block unit (the 3rd data block row).
TABLE II
The movable hot spot experiments were implemented using normal cache access on the KSRl, where the hot spot migrates across the ring from processor to processor on reference demand.
VARIOUS REMOTE CACHE ACCESS ll~!z MEASUREMENTS 00) IN THE PRESENCE OF A FIXED HOT SPOT ON THE KSRl
In this implementation, any cache among the hot processors would be "hot" at any given time. Since we cannot possibly know which cache is hot, the measurements of accessing cool variables at the hot cache were not conducted.
For both fixed and movable hot spot experiments on the KSRI system, 57 processors were used to generate the hot spot. Since only 64 processors are available for computing in the two ring system, there was one remote hot cache module, 6 remote cool cache modules. Before presenting our experimental results of hot spot effects, we list the standard access times in Table I published by the KSR 181, for a comparison and a reference. Considering the different level accesses and block transfers in the experiments, the remote cache access measurements (first data row in Table II ) in a non-hot-spot environment are quite consistent with the standard results in Table I . When there was a hot spot present, remote access to cool variables in the cool cache modules were not affected. However, there is a degradation in performance when referencing the cool variables from the hot cache module. According to present information available on the KSRl pertaining to the network structure (HR-based), a claim is made that the rotating ring(s) that make up the network of the KSRl rotate in a balance efficient manner. This means that a hot spot should have little effect on other processors who need referencing through the ring. Table II reports the average timing results of the fixed hot In practice, the claim of the balanced network ring rotation is spot experiments. The first data column lists the results of re-indeed true. The rotating ring orders and delays remote access mote-read of one word; the second, third and fourth data col-and makes access path to each processor of the system almost umns list the results of remote-read of one block, two blocks equally busy in the presence of hot spots. The cause of the degand three blocks respectively. These data transactions are un-radation is actually at the processor location itself. When a procder the environment without any hot spots (the 1st data row), essor is receiving many requests for it to process, a queue will the environment with the hot spot generated by cache refer-made of these requests so that it will be able to eventually procences in a word unit (the 2nd data block row), and the envi-ess them. Since the job of the CIUs (Cell Interconnecting Units)
A large number of hot prcxxssors access the hot spot variable X intensively.
The hot memory/cache
A small number of cool processors randomly access the cool variables "a" and "b"
in the hot memory/cache, and cool variables "c" and "d" in a cool memory/cache. d t of a processor is to extract the incoming requests and pass them These remote readings were also unidirectional among the two to the CCUs (Cache Control Units) to act upon them, the queue rings during any run of the experiment. Thus, the 16 proceswill be located at the CCU to be able to eventually process them. sors on the cool ring read the 16 processors on the hot ring This will obviously slow down the time for the cool processors during the hot spot activity during one run of the experiment. that are trying to reference the cool variables that are located on Then we reversed the remote reading and had the 16 procesthe hot cache. Further, if a processor is receiving an overwhelm-sors on the hot ring read remotely the 16 processors on the ingly number of requests, then that processor will eventually cool ring during the hot spot activity during another run. The begin to ignore other additional requests that may also be com-hot spot was generated by either reading a single variable or by ing to it (because the queue has become full since the processor reading a block of data. Thus, there were four different timings speed is not fast enough to satisfy all the requests in time). This from the hot spot activity that was compared to the remote will then force the requesting processor(s) to reattempt to try readings when there was no hot spot. For 97% of processors again to succeed in either retrieving the data item it needs or be on the hot ring in usage there was one available processor on inserted into the hot processor's queue. Either way will cause a the hot ring and one available processor on the cool ring. As considerable delay in access time.
shown in Tables IV and V for the different variations, the hot Table III lists the average timing results of the movable hot spot has very little effect for all the remote reads on this exspot experiments. In general, movable hot spots reduce the periment. This additional experiment on the KSRl further access delay time on different types of remote access in the strengthens our analysis that a HR-based architecture, such as presence of the hot spot. However, the overhead of moving the KSR machine handles the activity of the hot spot efficiently. data and corresponding data item invalidations in the ring network is also significant. In comparison with the fixed hot spot Table III indicates that a movable hot spot slightly increases the access delay to cool variables in the cool cache modules due to heavier traffic caused by more data movement. Although we were not able to measure the access delay to cool variables in the hot cache module for reasons stated above, we believe the delay would be about the same as the access delay to cool variables in the cool cache modules based on our analytical and fixed hot spot experimental results. are not involved in the process of generating the hot spot. Again, two rings were used for the experiment. The difference C.2. Performance on the TC2000 between this experiment and the previous one is that all of the We conducted similar experiments described in the previous processors contributing towards generating the hot spot are on section on the TC2000, where remote write operations are the same ring (the hot ring). While the other processors on the included. The hot spot experiments on the TC2000 have the other ring (the cool ring) are not involved in generating the hot following three different features from the ones running on the spot. The hot spot is fixed to one processor within the hot ring. KSRl in terms of architecture support and memory systems. We varied the experiment by increasing the number of proces-First, the hot spot can only be allocated in a fixed physical sors to be involved in the hot ring to generate the hot spot. We location. All memory accesses to the hot spot and cool memchose to use 50% and 97% of the available processors on the ory modules are conducted through the Butterfly interconnechot ring to generate the hot spot for these variations. Thus, for tion switching network. Hot spot experiments are performed 50% usage of the processors on the hot ring there were also 16 by using remote read and remote write. Second, no global processors that were not involved in generating the hot spot. cache coherence protocols are supported in the system. FiAt the same time, there were also 16 processors to be used on nally, the network contention happens when two messages the cool ring. These two sets of 16 processors were used to do need to access the same portion of a path at the same time. The remote readings of their counter processors, respectively. TC2000 supports a nonblocking switching network. When I conflicts happen, the switch has all but the "first" message retreat back to its source and free up their path. It then selects an alternative route, and after a random delay, tries again.
PROCESSORS ON THE HOT RING ON THE KSRl
In our experiments on the TC2000, 100 processors were used to generate the hot spot. There was one remote hot memory module, 11 remote cool memory modules. Table VI gives the measured access times on the TC2000. When there is a hot spot memory, remote accesses to cool memory were slowed down more than three to four times for all types of hot spot experiments. These results are considerably different from the results of similar experiments on the Butterfly I conducted by Thomas [13] , where accesses to cool memory were slowed down slightly. In addition, accesses to cool memory are slowed down about the same amount as block transfer accesses to cool memory. As we briefly discussed in the previous section, the TC2000 has heavier inherent network contention than the Butterfly I because the faster processors generate more network traffic. Therefore, memory accesses are significantly delayed in the presence of the hot spot. Accesses to the hot spot memory are substantially slower on the TC2000. These results are consistent with the results on the Butterfly I reported in [ 131. This is because an access to the hot memory must compete with all the other accesses to the same memory in all the switch states from its source processor to the target processor. Our experiments show that a nonblocking network suffers from large access time delay in the presence of the hot spot memory on the TC2000. The experiments also show that block transfer operations are substantially delayed on the TC2000 in the presence of memory hot spots. This is because a block transfer operation on the TC2000 will not release a sequence of switches along the path until the data transfer is done.
D. Comparative Hot Spot Effects on Synchronization Algorithms Between MIN and HR
D.I. Synchronization Algorithms
As we analyzed in the Section II, an HR-based architecture takes advantage of higher bandwidth links, efficient broadcast, and ordering properties of ring networks. Unlike a MIN-based architecture, each processor in the KSRl does not have direct communication links to other processors except one neighbor. All the messages sent by a processor are loaded to the slotted ring to be delivered to a target processor. Since rotating rings delay remote data access requests in order, this structure can significantly reduce network contention for programs with hot spots. In order to further confirm this, we compare the hot spot effects of architectures between the TC2000 and the KSRl by measuring, comparing and evaluating synchronization algorithms on the TC2000 and the KSR 1.
. . The Simple Lock and Its Variations. The simple lock consists of a globally shared lock allocated on a single processor with all access to it serialized. When a processor gets the lock, it sets the lock busy immediately, and starts the atomic operations. An unlock is set by the processor immediately after the critical section work is finished. The rest of the processors have to busy-wait for the lock using remote memory accesses through an interconnection network. Using the atomic test-and-sef operation, the simple lock and its variations can be constructed. Variations of the simple lock may be implemented by applying time delays between attempts to access the lock variable for each processor. Distributed Locks. In order to reduce contention in the network and in the memory module holding the lock, it would be more efficient to have each processor busy-wait only on a locally-accessible variable for the lock. A distributed algorithm decentralizes locks throughout the memory modules.
Performance on the TC2000 and the KSRl
Recently, new experimental results of spin-locks on both the TC2000 and the KSRl were reported in [ 151. While the algorithm of the simple spin lock with no delay functions maximized the number of remote accesses to a single data location (lock) through the MIN network, the distributed lock algorithm minimized the number of remote accesses to the single location through the MIN network. However, on the KSRl we have chosen the simple spin lock algorithms (using the gspnwt instruction) for a comparison instead of using the best overall compared to the worst overall in timings. The reason for this choice is because of how the KSRl handled the ticket lock algorithm (the worst overall timing) in its implementation. As is described in [15] , the "ping pong" effect that leads to the cache coherence problem coupled with the "skipping over" phenomenon causes its poor performance. More important, the architecture of the KSRl did not truly exploit the algorithm as it should have. We feel that use of the timing of the ticket lock algorithm could be misleading in our comparison. In the algorithms using the simple lock with delay options, the KSRl truly exploits the algorithms in its architecture. Therefore, for a fair comparison we have chosen to use the worst and the best timings in these simple lock algorithms, namely s-lock (no delay) and s-lock (exponential delay). Using a linear least square approximation, the slope of the timing curves from the experiments presented in [15] , can be calculated. Each slope gives an average time increment in p or ms for the addition of each processor for each synchronization algorithm. Table VII hows the slopes for the simple lock (with no delay and exponential delay) and the distributed lock for the TC2000 (where applicable) and the KSRl (where applicable). The ratios are calculated for the hot spot effect comparison between the TC2000 and the KSRl. The ratio is between the slope of worst algorithm timing and the best algorithm timing for each machine. The ratios also quantitatively represent the increase of network contention generated by the hot spot of the simple spin lock. The higher the ratio, the higher the network contention will be. Comparing the ratios for the two architectures clearly indicates that the KSRl architecture is significantly less sensitive to the hot spot in synchronization program than the TC2000. Comparing the ratios of the two architectures the KSRl would have about 14 times (rutio(TC2000) / rutiol(KSR1)) less network contention generated in its architecture for spin-lock synchronization hot spot. We have conducted analytical and experimental studies on the remote memory accesses and network contention in the presence of memory hot spots. Experiments were performed on the TC2000, a MIN-based system, and on the KSRl, an HR-based system. In both MIN-based and HR-based systems, a processor can access shared cache/memory space at different distances with different timing costs. For example, the TC2000 provides a local/remote memory access model, while the KSRl provides a local/levelO-ring/levell-ring cache access model. This type of shared-memory architecture is defined as a Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) multiprocessor system. A potential problem of parallel processing in non-uniform memory access, defined as the NUMA problem, is that a user has to explicitly manage processor locality, the best use of the processor resources, and the reduction of different contentions in the execution of a program. "Hot spot" in a parallel program is an important source of degraded execution performance on NUMA architectures. In this study we investigated the following hot spot performance problems and their evaluation results based on analytical models and experiments: l Analytical models of remote access delay in the presence of memory hot spots on a nonblocking MIN-based architecture are presented. Our analytical study indicates that an access delay to cool memory modules may be considerably smaller than an access delay to the hot memory. However, access delay to cool memory modules can be significantly delayed on a system with fast processors connected by relatively slow MIN where the chances that messages used to access cool memory modules collide with the messages used to access the hot spot, are potentially high. The tree saturation described in [ 111 showed that very slight non-uniformities in memory access patterns can lead to severely degraded performance for the entire system, including processor nodes that avoid accessing the hot spot. This may not apply to a nonblocking MIN-based architecture.
l In an HR-based architecture, a slotted ring orders and delays remote data access requests. This structure may naturally reduce network contention for programs with hot spots. Our analytical models indicate that ring network transactions will be reduced no more than 50% in the presence of memory hot spots. This analytical performance result has not been previously reported. Analysis also indicates that in the presense of hot spots overall ring traffic will be heavier but it will be distributed evenly in the ring network. Both analytical results have been verified by the experiments on the KSRl. l Although there is no evidence that the tree saturation phenomenon occurs in the experiments on the TC2000, remote accesses to both hot and cool memory modules will be considerably slowed down, and performance may be significantly degraded. Our experimental results on the TC2000 show that the experimental results on the Butterfly I in [13] do not generalize to all nonblocking MIN-based architectures. In an HR-based architecture, a hot spot variable can be either fixed in a physical memory module or movable among the processor nodes. A movable hot spot may reduce network contention in general because accesses to the shared variable are distributed among the memory modules in the whole system. However, the overhead of moving data and cache coherence operations, such as data item invalidations, may bring extra costs. Our experiments on the KSRl show that a movable hot spot provides higher memory latency than that of a fixed hot spot. We also show that block transfer operations on the KSRl are much more efficient than that on the TC2000 in the presence of memory hot spots. This is because a block transfer operation on the TC2000 would not release a sequence of switches along the path until the data transfer is done, while a block transfer operation on the KSRl breaks the block into a set of units and sends them one by one whenever a slot is available. l Two major comparisons between the two network architectures are as follows. (1) High access request rate is a major factor to memory latency on an HR-based network, while the presence of hot spots is a major factor on a MIN-based network. (2) In the presence of hot spots, network traffic distributions could be much more balanced in an HR-based architecture than that of a MINbased architecture.
Our current work includes proposing and examing efficient hardware modifications and system software on both nonblocking MD&based and HR-based architectures to reduce effects of hot spot, cache coherence and processor locality management. 
